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Preface by Rafik Fischer

To Jean-Nicolas Schaus, First Director General of the Luxembourg Banking

Supervisory Authority (CSSF) from 1999 to 2009.

Easier access to ever more sophisticated saving products can be attributed to a

large extent to the Mutual Fund Industry. For the first time, an ever increasing

number of individuals with modest savings can benefit from access to numerous investment opportunities and asset classes thanks to the activities of the

Mutual Fund Industry.

This industry really took off in Western Europe during the 80s and greatly benefited from the development of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg as a recognized international financial center. Luxembourg is now widely acknowledged

as being one of the main pillars of private banking and wealth management.

Numerous scientific books dedicated to Undertakings for Collective Investment

adopt a largely theoretical approach, whether dealing with mainly legal questions or the fields of applied economics and the mathematics of financial

management. The authors of this book have decided to follow an alternative

approach by feeding the reader practical information acquired over the years

in which they gained their own rich personal experience in the Fund Industry.

Contributors to this book have taken an active role in the growth of a new

financial industry – from its early development to its maturity – which profoundly changed the traditional landscape of public savings.

In this book, the authors hope to arouse the reader’s curiosity to discover the

different activities linked to UCI and provide a first contact with this fascinating

and diverse sector. While being largely focused on the current practices applicable in Luxembourg, contributions to this book nonetheless have a universal

applicability and it will constitute a source of inspiration and reference for all

readers with an interest in the Mutual Fund Industry.

To the students who will read this book – hopefully with great interest – it will

give an initial insight into a potential choice of professional orientation. Having

myself followed this path, I hope that students will feel the fascination and

enthusiasm which animate the different contributors. Should this book create

new vocations, the authors could only congratulate themselves.
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Foreword by Claude Kremer

Since the implementation of the UCITS Directive in 1988, the Luxembourg

investment fund industry has grown substantially to become one of the cornerstones of the Luxembourg financial center. It has built its reputation and

is renowned today as the second largest investment fund industry worldwide

after the United States.

The multitude of foreign and cross-border initiatives demonstrates that

Luxembourg has not only succeeded in creating a general environment for

investment funds but is also committed to fostering the continuous growth of

the fund and asset management industry as a whole. One of the ways of achieving this goal is through attracting young professionals and graduates from various schools worldwide to settle and pursue their careers in the Luxembourg

investment fund industry.

I am pleased that the programs offered by HEC-ULG Management School of

the University of Liège contribute to this development by offering specialized

courses that help to train future professionals of our industry.

This practitioner’s guide, as the name suggests, places an emphasis on practical

aspects rather than on theoretical developments. It aims at providing students

with the knowledge of the key principles of investment fund regulation and

practice so that they can successfully pursue their careers in a wide variety of

professions offered within the sector.

Having the privilege of being a lecturer myself at HEC-ULG Management School

of the University of Liège, it is my great pleasure to welcome the reader to this

publication and I hope that he or she will find it useful and informative. But

above all, I hope that this publication will contribute to the formation of the

professionals in the investment funds sector and consequently to the continued

growth of the asset management industry as a whole.
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List of abbreviations

AGM: Annual General Meeting

AIF: Alternative Investment Fund

AIFM: Alternative Investment Fund Manager

AIFMD: Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive

ALFI: Association of the Luxembourg Fund Industry

AML: Anti Money Laundering

AuM: Asset under Management

CCP: Center Counter Party

CSD: Center Security Deposit

CSSF: Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier

DB: Depositary Bank

EFA: European Fund Administration

EGM: Extraordinary General Meeting

ESMA: The European Securities and Markets Authority

FCP: Fonds Commun de Placement

FESE: Federation of European Exchanges

KIID: Key Investor Information Document

KYL: Know Your Customer

LM: Liquidity Management

ManCo: Management Company

MIFID: Markets In Financial Instruments Directive

NAV: Net Asset Value

OTC: Over-The-Counter

PEP: Politically Exposed Person

RM: Risk Management

SIAG: Société d’Investissement Auto-Gérée

SICAR: Société d’Investissement en Capital à Risque

SICAV: Société d’Investissement à Capital Variable

SIF: Specialized Investment Funds
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TA: Transfer Agent

TMF: Trading Member Firm

UCI: Undertaking for Collective Investment

UCITS: Undertaking for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities

VaR: Value-at-Risk

VAT: Value-Added-Tax

WFE: World Federation of Exchanges
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Introduction

This collective book offers a comprehensive overview of the Fund Industry

in Luxembourg. The organization of the book follows the different steps of a

fund’s life-cycle from its creation to its distribution.

The book starts with an introduction to the different investment vehicles that

can be considered for the creation of a fund (chapter 1). A thorough description

of the Undertakings for Collective Investment (UCI) is then made which covers

both the steps necessary for the creation of a UCI and the steps of its early-life

development (chapter 2).

Fund administration is studied in Chapter 3. The topic is treated via the length

of funds ‘main activities: Accountancy (including the risk management function) and funds’ inflows/outflows management.

The role played by supporting organizations such as management firms and

depositary banks is presented from both a regulatory and practical point of

view (chapter 4). The exposition considers then logically the regulatory framework and the supervision authorities surrounding Luxembourg funds together

with practical elements regarding those matters (chapter  5). The book concludes with the different elements relative to the distribution of funds to investors (chapter 6 and 7).
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1.	 The different investment vehicles

In this chapter, we introduce the different investment vehicles that are available in Luxembourg. We first give an overview of the Luxembourg investment

fund industry and the main available legal structures. After that, we present in

a more detailed manner the UCITS vehicles that are limited to invest in traditional asset classes, as well as, SIF and SICAR structures that are most used for

alternative fund strategies.



1.1	 Introduction

1.1.1	 Definition

An investment fund (often called UCI- Undertaking for Collective Investment)

is defined as a:

Structure or organization, the object of which is to pool together money and savings collected from the public, for the purpose of investing in transferable securities and other assets, while sharing the costs and the profits (or even losses)

of such investment, and whose management is entrusted to a professional in

accordance with the risk spreading and diversification principle

Based on the definition above, there are three main criteria that any investment

fund (UCI) should fulfill:

•	 There is a collective investment of funds

•	 The funds are collected from a number of investors

•	 The funds are invested according to the Risk Diversification Principle



1.1.2	 Advantages/disadvantages

Investment funds (UCIs) provide a combination of benefits to investors which

cannot be matched by other investment products. Here is a list of their major

advantages:

•	 Liquidity

•	 Transparency

•	 Professional portfolio management

•	 Easier access to the financial markets already for limited amounts

•	 Economies of scale

•	 Diversification of risks

•	 Advantageous tax treatment

larcier
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While investing in investment funds has its advantages, there are also some

disadvantages that need to be highlighted. Here is a list of the major disadvantages of investment funds:

•	 No direct control of the share-/unit holders on the asset management

decisions

•	 No direct influence on the investment management strategy

•	 Entry and exit fees, management fees and various other fees paid by the

UCI and consequently by the investors



1.1.3	 Luxembourg investment fund industry

Key features

•	 Luxembourg is the World’s 2nd largest fund centre (after the USA),

with more than EUR 3,083 billion in assets managed across more than

3,913 investment funds (13,885 fund units).

•	 It is the largest global distribution centre for investment funds, with its

funds sold in more than 71 countries around the world (44,000 distribution agreements)

•	 It is the leading centre for cross-border distribution of investment funds

in Europe, with 67% of the European market.

•	 41 out of Top 50 cross-border management groups have chosen to set

up their funds in Luxembourg. The largest promoters of Luxembourg

UCIs, in terms of assets under management, are the US, Germany and

the UK.



Key advantages of Luxembourg

The attractiveness of Luxembourg as an international hub for investment funds

can be attributed to various key differentiating factors:

•	 Luxembourg offers a great political, economical and social stability

•	 It is the second largest international fund centre and the leading centre

for cross-border distribution of investment funds. It provides an experienced and multilingual workforce, specialized service providers and a

competitive tax environment

•	 It adopts an innovative &amp; collaborative approach between government,

regulator &amp; fund industry players

•	 It has a strategic position in the heart of Europe

•	 It has more than 20 years experience in global fund distribution

•	 Various international promoters are concentrated in Luxembourg

larcier
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1.2	 Luxembourg legal structures for investment funds

Luxembourg offers a vast panel of structures for investment funds (UCIs),

which are subject to different levels of regulations. When considering the

launch of a fund, the choice of a structure is based on the answers to two

main questions:

•	 Who are the targeted investors?

–– Private (retails, HNWI, …)

–– Institutional (banks, insurance companies, pension funds, …)

•	 Which target investments?

–– Plain vanilla/alternative

–– Listed/not listed

–– Other features: leverage, short selling, derivatives, …



FLEXIBILITY



+

UCI set - up under

the 17 December 2010 Law

Part I UCITS with

‘EU retail passport’



Part II UCI



SICAV or FCP

Umbrella Fund



Eligible assets as foreseen

by the 2010 Law



‘Public Funds’



UCI set -up under

the SIF Law of

13 February 2007 (2)



++

SICAR under

the Law of

15 June 2004 (2)



SOPARFI



‘EU professional passport’

if in scope of AIFMD (1)

SICAV or FCP

Umbrella Fund

Transferable securities or

alternative investments:

VC/PE, futures, options,

real estate, etc.



Venture Capital

Private Equity



‘Professional Funds’ under AIFMD (1)

of



(or ‘Private Placement Funds’ if out

(1) Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive

transposed into Lux law by Lux AIFM Law of 12 July 2013

or in limited scope of AIFMD)

(2) SIFs and SICARs may be non -AIFs (single investor, …) or AIFs that are in or out of scope of the AIFMD ; Part II UCIs are Alt



Non- regulated

ernative Investment Funds (AIF)



Table 1.1 – Luxembourg investment vehicles

Table 1.1 lists the different vehicles available in Luxembourg based on the

degree of their flexibility. Overall, the different models can be grouped into

regulated (Public Funds), less regulated (Professional Funds) and non regulated

(SOPARFI) structures.

•	 Public Funds (also called retail funds) are marketed to both retail and

institutional investors and are limited to invest in traditional asset classes.

Public Funds contain the part I UCITS funds and the part II UCI funds.
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